[Systematic detection of anti-erythrocyte alloimmunization during pregnancy. Experience at the Lyon Regional Blood Transfusion Center].
In France, relative increases in hemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN) due to non anti-D maternal alloimmunization is linked to a systematic search and prevention of an anti-D alloimmunization in Rh negative women during and after pregnancy. In May 1985, detection of anti-red blood cell alloantibodies in all pregnant women has been ordered by a new law. We have observed the efficiency of this law by studying the number of HDN with anti-D and non anti-D maternal alloimmunization detected before and after delivery during the years 1984 and 1986. Our results show that this law is well used. Nevertheless, this work demonstrates that often clinicians omit to set cord blood aside for hemoglobin and bilirubinemia concentration determinations. Because these two parameters are very important in establishing the severity of HDN and therapeutic management, improvements are necessary.